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FOREWORD
The subject of this Monograph covers a vast amount of
time. In fact it begins before there was time, to that per
iod of the past when only the Holy Trinity was. That is the
ETERNITY THAT WAS.
Then we come forward to the period of the creation of
the Angelic Hosts — the Nine Orders of Angels. This Is
known as the FIRST CREATION. How long this required we
shall never know for the simple reason "TIME" was not as
yet "created".
After the creation of the Angelic Beings, substance
was created. If we are to believe the material scientists,
and for the moment we can make this concession, FIVE BIL
LION years ago the Material Universe "came into being",
and the earth and the other planets about our sun about a
half-billion years later.
After the earth had cooled sufficiently to sustain
life, "grass" was the first thing that was brought into
creation and "man" was the last manifestation.
The First millennium started with Adam. We are now,
at this time looking forward to the NEW, SEVENTH MILLENN
IUM because It will literally be Heaven on earth. This
delightful condition will remain in existence 1000 years.
Then there will be created a New Heaven and a New Earth.
The New Earth will be peopled for not a thousand years but
for 1000 generations — forty thousand years. And, after
that, a new, timeless ETERNITY.
Yes, this Monograph covers a span of time so vast
that one is forced to meditate on the meaning of "time"
to appreciate the meaning of the word. However, there are
better things to do tnan the "meditation of time", actual
ly "time" does not exist; the past and the future do not
concern us too much. Do the right thing now — today —
by yourself and everything in the future will be taken
care of as if by magic. Yes, it is MAGIC, to do the right
thing by yourself. "What about others?" you ask. The
MAGIC of doing the right thing by yourself NOV/ includes
all others.
THE AUTHOR

THE ETERNITY THAT VÍAS
Chapter One
Everyone knows (?) that the "Lord created the heavens and
the earth and all they contain, in Six Days, and the Lord rested
on the Seventh Day." However, it is not quite that simple. Let
us go back before the BEGINNING, when there was nothing in all of
existence except the TRINITY — Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
I use the word TRINITY because the word literally means "three
in one". Not three "persons" as most of the older religious de
nominations say, but ONE PERSON in three, not-so-3eparate, natures.
Of course EACH has a distinct subsistence, but EACH is a part of
the OTHER. This could best be illustrated by a triangle, or per
haps by a "trefoil" — a triangle with three "individualities".

Each of the TRINITY is GOD, but Each has a special Talent or
Gift that He shares with the Others; but the Gift or Talent is to
a certain extent His to exercise. The Father is the Creator, but
we find Him sharing this Gift with the Son, and to a certain ex
tent with the Holy Spirit. However neither the Father nor the
Holy Spirit has the Gift of Salvation (as pretaining to the human
race). The Holy Spirit (represented by the Dove or a Flame) has
the Special Gift of BEING EVERYWHERE at the same time as pertain
ing to mankind, and of course in and through the Father and the
Son, thus binding the Three together into one God, not "three
Gods" as some religious persons would have us believe.
The THREE IN ONE CONCEPTION of God is not brought out very
clearly in Scripture, however once you begin to comprehend it, it
begins to shine through, and the more you think about it the
better comprehension you will have of this great fact. Finally
you will know beyond a shaaow of a doubt that God does not consist
of three Gods, or one God divided up into three "persons", but
One GOD in three Natures, and each has a separate WORK to accom
plish, as we have indicated.
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Once you begin to comprehend God as TRINITY, then you can
proceed back to the Old Testament and glimpse the TOGETHERNESS of
the TRINITY in Their separate and distinct WORKS. Genesis is
mostly concerned with Creation wrought by the TRINITY. The 53rd
chapter of Isaiah concerns the Son, a prediction of what Ke was
to accomplish for the human race. This prophecy became fact about
three quarters of a millennium later. At Pentecost, still a little
later, the Holy Spirit took over (was actually sent by the Christ)
and He, the Holy Spirit, not only had the ability to be everywhere
at one and the same time, but could actually DWELL WITHIN a human
being. This was "something new under the sun", the Father could
not do this, neither could the Son, but the Holy Spirit had this
ability. Due to the fact that the Holy Spirit is ONE of and with
the TRINITY, It thus becomes possible for the Father and the Son
to also dwell in those who have accepted Salvation of the Son.
However, If It was not for the ALL-PERVADING POWER of the
Holy Spirit, neither the Father nor the Son could enter into a
human being. When the Christ walked the earth among men He was in
no sense IN any of them. As close to human beings as He often was
He had not the ability to actually and literally be immersed in
any of them. But on the day of Pentecost when the 120 were toget
her, the Christ and the Father could enter into each of them be
cause of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit had the ABILITY to enter
each one of them simultaneously and as Ke, the Holy Spirit, was
ONE with the Father and the Son, which made up the Divine Triangle,
the Father and the Son could enter also ... and It has been exactly
the same from that time — PENTECOST — until the present moment.
God — Father, Son and Holy Spirit — with His separate and
distinct Natures as we have Just described, was in existence long
before any creation or manifestation. We cannot say just how long
because time as we know it, is measured by daylight and darkness,
by revolutions of the heavenly bodies arcund other heavenly bodies.
Therefore, before sun3, moons and planets came into existence
there was actually no time, no time at all.
The Trefoil or Triangle is the best way we can describe the
Holy Trinity; It is ONE and yet it has three distinctive Individ
ualities and any one can not exist independently without the
other TWO.
It is somewhat like the mind of man — he has THREE MINDS —
Conscious, Sub-Conscious and Super-Conscious. In certain circles
the Sub-Conscious Realm of Mind Is called the "Unconscious" Mind,
Nothing could be more erroneous than thinking and speaking of the
Sub-Conscious as being "unconscious", it is actually more CONSCI
OUS than the Conscious Realm of Mind. Sometimes among certain
"fastidious" writers the Sub-Conscious is called the "Subjective".
As we were saying, the average person under normal circum
stances has three Realms of Mind, Conscious, Sub-Conscious and
Super-Conscious, and with these "three" he doesn't feel strange or
odd, for the simple reason that while he has but ONE MIND, the

"three" are all working together in such perfect harmony he is not
aware where "one" mind leaves off and the "others" begin.
Quite true, he has not always known this about his ONE MIND,
with the Three overlapping subdivisions. The function of the
Sub-Conscious Realm of Mind was revealed just before the turn of
the present Century — 1S00 — by a medical doctor, E. H. Pratt
of Chicago, Illinois. The SUPER-CONSCIOUS REALM OP MIND was re
vealed, too, about ten years later by a very spiritual young man
named Christian D. Larson of Lcs Angeles, California. Mr, Larson
in all probability, must have known of this wonderful MIND before
that time, but it required considerable Inspiration, Intuition and
Genius to correlate his information enough to put it into print.
Thanks to Dr. Pratt we know of the existence and function of
the Sub-Conscious, and thanks to Mr. Larson we now know that we
have a SUPER-CONSCIOUS REALM OP MIND.
Without intending to be sacreligious at all, the Illustration
of your ONE Mind with three separate and distinct functions pretty
well describes God — Father, Son and Holy Spirit. The Father is
the Ruler of the Universe, the Son is the Savior of Mankind, and
the Holy Spirit is the Dweller in Mankind once man has received
Salvation. Many people do" not like this ’idea of the nearness of
God, through the indwelling Holy Spirit. They feel that "they have
no "privacy" from God under these circumstances. They say, "I
pray night and morning, go to church on Sunday, surely God can
let me alone the remainder of the time".
Probably they do not understand the significance of having
God in the form of the Holy Spirit present at all times. However,
through to the end of this Last Generation — 2,000 A. D. — with
out the Guidance of the Holy Spirit, by his Inspiration, Intuition
and GENIUS, one cannot expect to make all the "right turns" on the
journey without the assistance of the Holy Spirit.
I suppose it is a kind of "guilty conscience" that makes the
average Christian uncomfortable with the idea of the presence of
the Holy Spirit within him at all times. This brings to mind
another rather well known instance when "the man and the woman"
did not want God to see them as they were; "and they sewed fig
leaves together, and made themselves aprons".
But we are getting ahead of our narrative. We were speaking
about "THE ETERNITY THAT WAS", before there were such creatures
as mankind, before any of the suns, moons and stars were created,
before the creation of the Angels, to that period of Eternity
that Was, where TIME was unknown and the Divine Trinity — the
Trefoil, or Triangle — had everything to Themselves as ONE PER
FECT SPIRITUAL BEING.
Meditate on this subject a little every day, and your Divine
WISDOM will one day make it become clear to you — and what you
are to do about it.
oooOO 5 OOooo

NOW COMES THE FIRST CREATION
Chapter Two
The first creation consisted of the Creation of the Angels.
How much "time" this First Creation required is definitely not
known because there was no such thing as time, as we know it, when
this First Creation took place. Like God — The Trinity — the
Angels have no conception of time; to them "time" does not exist.
Science says that the material universe is approximately FIVE
BILLION years old, and all the Angels were created before the
creation of the physical universe, therefore all of them are at
least Five Billion years old. They have not aged a single day or
even a fraction of a moment from then because when they were Crea
ted there was not time, and as far as they are concerned there
isn’t any such thing as time.
Another name for Angel is "Messenger". However that is not
entirely correct. While they are messengers, some of them are
Divine Agents and they have responsibilities throughout the Heaven
ly Kingdom and for the past Five Billion years they have had re
sponsibilities concerning the vast Material Universe which, by the
way, is much larger than any human mind has yet imagined.
Before the beginning of time, before there was a material
universe, the Angelic Creation was commenced. There are NINE
ORDERS OF ANGELS. Undoubtedly God — the Trinity — created the
higher Orders first, because the very names of the higher Orders
suggest that this was a fact.
The Seraphim are of the Highest Order. They are said to be
the Angels of Pure LOVE, they were the nearest to God’s Throne.
The second Order of Angels are called Cherubim, they are the Angels
of Mind. Of course all Orders of Angels have Mind, but the Cher
ubim are specialists in the MENTAL activities.
A single Angel of the Order of the Seraphim is called a
Seraph. A single Angel of the Order of the Cherubim is a Cherub.
Lucifer was of the Order of Cherubim and he was called a Cherub —
"the anoited Cherub", Ezek. 28:14.
In the King James Version of the Bible the translators were
a little confused regarding the Seraphim and the Cherubim. The
translators sometimes called the two groups "Seraphim^" and also
"Cherubims",
The next lower Order of Angelic Beings are the Thrones. That
is not exactly their collective name, it Is more or less the nat
ure of their Authority. The Three Angelic Orders .just mentioned
— Seraphim, Cherubim and Thrones — are a kind of Super-Order,
which is "Contemplative".
Then next come the Dominions, Virtues and Powers, all are
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separate Orders of Angels, but the three Orders are combined into
a Super-Fraternity which is known as "Regulative’1. Of course the
Dominions (sometimes called Dominations) are higher than the Angels
known as Virtues, who are in turn above the Angels known as Powers.
These three Orders of Angels have their Work and Authority in
the far-flung Universe among and in the billions of suns that make
up the starry heavens. Their Authority extends beyond what the
big 200-inch telescope on Mt. Palomar can "see".
The next three groups of Angels have the common name of "Ad
ministrative", they are knows as Principalities (Princes), Arch
angels and Angels. And they have their "administrative duties"
throughout every solar system in the entire Universe.

i
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Contem-

Cherubim

/

Thrbnes

Note how the NINE Orders of Angels
diminish in size as they go from
Angels (9) to the Seraphim (1).
There are a vast number of Princi
palities (7), but their number is
outdistanced by Archangels (8).
Likewise the Angels (9) out
distance the Archangels in
numbers that are far be
yond human comprehension.

Regulati.Ve

There is a Guardian
Angel for every human
being on earth. The
earth’s population at
the present time is
about Three Billion
and there Is a
Guardian Angel for
every human be
ing on earth in
physical embodi
ment from before birth to death. However, there are many Angels
who's responsibilities do not bring them in such close contact
with human beings, yet the WORK of these Angels is of great im
portance to human beings. We haven't the time and space here to
go into their Specialized work, but it is most comforting to
know that each of us has a Guardian Angel directly assigned to us,
and also billions more that work for us, even though it is not in
so intimate a way as our Guardian Angels.
The Creation of the Angels was a teriffic undertaking, so
stupendious in fact that it was GOOD that it was all done in the
ETERNITY THAT WAS, before "time" began.
The Heaven that was in the time of the Creation of the Angels
— all Nine Orders — was perfection itself. This was before the
creation of the material universe, and before the Angels had
their "assignments". They were all, regardless of rank, "sons of
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the morning", each Angel was fresh from the hands of his Creator.
They were all on the "Mountain of God" (Divine Pyramid) "walking
up and down in the midst of the stones of fire".
The Angels are all perfect regardless of their rank in the
various Angelic Orders. The difference among the Orders is the
amount of WISDOM assigned to each, therefore they have the Wisdom
not to be envious of any of the Angels that may be above them in
WISDOM, neither do the greater Angels "look down" upon those who
have less WISDOM.
Angels of all ranks are mentioned about 400 times in the
Bible. The higher Angels — Seraphim and Cherubim — are spoken
of mostly in the Old Testament; the lower Orders of Angels —
Archangels and Angels — are mentioned most frequently in the New
Testament. The reason why the New Testament mentions the Angels
and Archangels more often is due to the fact the Angels and Arch
angels, especially the former, are so much closer to human beings
than they ever were before; that is, from the New Testament per
iod and on to the present time. They will be v«ry active among
human beings again as soon as human beings recognise and know of
their presence all about them.
The Guardian Angels are of course the closest to human beings
as we have mentioned before. As human beings have FREE V/ILL,
which is most sacred, a Guardian Angel has to have the judgment
to determine where this Free-Will leaves off and temptation, beyond
which a human being cannot "tolerate", begins, "Let no man say
when he is tempted, I am tempted of God ... neither he (Gcd)
tempteth any man: but every man is tempted, when he is drawn away
by his own lust, and enticed". (-James 1:13-14) As we shall see,
most of man's temptations come from himself, certainly not of the
Lord, nor of the Devil, but directly from himself.
Due to man's FREE V/ILL a Guardian Angel cannot interfere in
any way when a man tempts himself — only when the temptation
comes from outside of a man can the Guardian Angel act, but not
beyond a man's Free Will.
The Book of Revelation has much to say about Angel3, As we
are now getting into that period — of Revelation — we will not
close our minds to the nearness of the Angels all about us as
our forefathers have so almost viciously done, but open our minds
to the fact that Angels are all about us. These Angels are not
only Guarding our best interests constantly day and night, but
other Angels will be drawn to us and be present with us if we will
practice AFFECTION and have a bright and cheerful personality.
It is important that we do not worship the Angels in any way. All
but our Guardian Angel will flee from us If we worship any Angel,
small or great. We are actually practicing Black Magic when we
worship any of the Angels — this form of worship is wholly con
fined to the evil and fallen angels, they will rush In Instantly
and there is nothing our Guardian Angel can do about it because
of our FREE V/ILL.
oooOO 8 OOooo

LAND HO! - SUBSTANCE CREATED
Chapter Three
The creation of "substance" — dirt, rocks, sand, even water,
the earth itself, the planets, suns — was something that none of
the Angelic Host had ever thought of. They were familiar with
the "mountains of Heaven", "the stones of fire", and the "Clouds
above the Throne of God", they could understand these things.
These were vibrations, just a little lower than the "frequency"
that they themselves vibrated to; but the creation of "matter" on
a much lower "frequency" was a surprise to them ... to all of the
NINE Orders.
God, the Holy Trinity, of course, does not "publish in advan
ce" what He is going to do. After the first two Orders of Angels
were created — the Seraphim and the Cherubim — undoubtedly they,
these two Orders of Mighty Angels, thought that God was through
creating Angelic 3eings. But no, God began Creating the lower
Order of Angels known to us as THRONES.
These three Orders were known as "Contemplative" as we have
noted on the Grand Pyramid of the Angels. Surely that was the end
of the creation of Angelic Beings, but God, the Trinity, then
created three more Orders -- Dominions, Virtues, Powers — which
were to be known as "Regulative", but what would be their WORK or
ASSIGNMENT? The Heavenly Keirarchy required no "regulating" —
for each Angel of all of the Orders so far created knew his place
on the "Heavenly Ladder" and he was anxious to keep his place, for
that is the one that the Lord God assigned to him.
And then were added the three "Administrative" Orders —
Principalities, Archangels, Angels. This made God's Heaven a very
large place, so vast in fact that the Lower Order of Angels could
not comprehend the vastness. Only the three Regulative Orders
could conceive at all the vastness — the great expanse of the
Heavenlies.
Then God began to create Matter, at a considerable lower vi
bration than anything that was known in the Heavenly Realm. That
was approximately FIVE BILLION years ago. It was then that the
Regulative Orders knew what their future worlc was — they were to
be given "regulative" administration over the Matter that God had
created, and so they were dispersed to the far reaches of space
and began with the Nebulae to whirl them about, condense them and
eventually to form Suns and Planets revolving about the Suns. They
the Regulative Angels, were created with the "know-how" to perform
this mighty task. However, as the planets that were formed about
the suns cooled sufficiently to sustain any sort of life — vege
table or plant — the call went out to the Administrative Angels,
the Principalities, Archangels, Angels, to "come over here and
help us, we do not know about these things". And so the Lord sent
out the Angelic beings, who had been created with "Administrative
Talent", and vegetation came Into being.
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The Angelic beings known as Regulative have an amazing abil
ity to not only "travel at the speed of light", but very much
faster» Yes, we are now dealing with "time", for wherever matter
is, time becomes an "element" and though it requires but a fraction
of a second for a Regulative Angel to travel out to his particular
"location" in the vastness of space to do his "work", it does re
quire "time" as we are dealing with it now, but five billion light
years or more of distance could be traversed in the smallest frac
tion of a second by an Angel, for time and space isn't much of a
problem to an Angel*
Our own Solar System was formed in exactly the same \*ay that
all the other Solar Systems were formed. First the location, then
the nebula, then the central sun, then the planets revolving about
the sun and their satelites — moons. Of course as intelligent as
man has gotten, he doesn't knov; his place in the universe. We
know that we are a part of the Milky Way, and we have just about
established at what point we are in the Milky Way, and probably
what great sun at the center of the Milky Way we and our planetary
system is revolving around, but that sun is revolving with our
Milky Way around a still more remote sun. I do not believe that
the men at Mt. Palomar would hazard a guess as to the location of
that sun, because that sun is far beyond the "gaze" of the large
scope at Mt. Palomar.
We are still living in an expanding and growing universe.
Whole solar systems are rushing away from us at Incredible speed.
We can actually see nebulae or masses of rarified substance that
are in the process of being formed into more solid matter. Yes,
we today are witnesses to this grand Creative Process.
The Nebulae are whirling masses of tenuous matter that the
Angels in charge of have not slowed down sufficiently as yet to
cause them to form a central sun, and that sun to throw off plan
ets. Assuming that all matter was formed about FITE BILLION years
ago, that means that the whirling masses of matter have been spin
ning for that length of time. The "matter" is condensed suffi
ciently for man to view it, but most of it undoubtedly is just
about the consistency of a comets tail.
Matter isn't the solid substance it was supposed to be up to
about 100 years ago. Of course it is the same constituency, but
"science" in the past thought that substance was "dead", "inert",
totally "inactive". Now they find that substance no matter how
hard or cold it is, is a seething mass of molecules and atoms that
are never standing still for a moment.
In a book by Max Born — "The Restless Universe" — published
in 1951, he tells and illustrates how "restless" matter actually
is. In fact, if you could stop the movement of the atoms and
molecules for a single second in any substance It would, in all
probability, dissappeari And so, we are not dealing with "immut
able matter" in the construction of the universe, but something
that is "seethingly alive".
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Religionists are just nov; beginning to realize "the facts of
matter", most of them against their will. The Church always has
stood in the way of progress and enlightenment, and I do not mean
just one church, all of the denominations have just about the same
attitude, they are not in tune with the Spirit.
Religionsist, all except for the far-out Modernists whose be
liefs often drag in the dust of the "social order" are not at all
abreast of science (such as it is). Actually the Fundamentalists
should not attempt to prove that "God created heaven and earth in
six days" but go "one jump better", and learn how Creation started
FIVE BILLION YEARS AGO and is still going on.
In the book of St. Matthew we read in Chapter 1^4, verses 17 21 how Christ fed the 5,000 with the five loaves of bread and the
two fishes. Of course this was a miracle, a miracle of multipli
cation, a miracle of multiplying substance. The miracle was mere
in knowing how to do it than it was in the loaves and fishes. I
bring this out as an explanation how God created the Universe and
everything that is in it from, in all probability, a very small
beginning, by slowing down spirit substance sufficiently that it
could become matter.
Yes, it requires Faith and also Know-how. The average relig
ionist is long on Belief, but very short on Faith. I do not desire
to disillusion the folks with Religious Belief, but you might as
well know that Belief, no matter how "sweet it is", is not FAITH.
Faith can remove mountains, but Belief has yet to remove its first
"mole hill". Of course it is alright to start out with Belief,
but a Christian should not remain In that "lowly condition" too
long, if you do you might mistake your Belief for Faith, and to the
end of your days you would be a wishy-washy "milk Christian" ...
not having any "substance".
Yes, Faith is based to a vast extent on KNOW-HOW. Christ in
multiplying the loaves and the fishes had Know-How Faith. He did
not simply "believe" that He could feed the 5,000, ke K-N-E-W
that He could.
In this Chapter; "LAND HO! - SUBSTANCE CREATED" we wish to
leave you with a feeling that you are nov; building on a solid
foundation — that you are gradually moving from Belief, across
the line to FAITH, and not only to FAITH but WORKS also. Faith and
Works go together; they are lnseperable twin brothers. Move Just
a little forward toward your DESTINY in FAITH, and WORKS will be
right there to take the next step.
At first your Faith may be small, and your Works too will be
of small size, but as you step out in Faith and Works, you will
grow in FAITH and your WORKS will grow along with it. Belief does
not require any Works, because Belief is not going anywhere, but
it is just the opposite with FAITH — it is going places in WORKS.
oooOOOooo
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THE CREATION AND FALL OF THE ANGELS
Chapter Four
Like human beings the Angels are created beings, and their
acceptance of immortality — the same as humans — depends upon
how they conduct themselves over a period of TIME. With the Angels
it began with the fall of Lucifer, with human beings it started
with the fall of Adam in the Garden of Eden. The idea that neither
man nor Angel have immortality is very definitely stated in I Tim.
6 — God "only hath immortality" - that is, God, the Trinity.
A "new-comer" to the lower part of the First Heaven — the
Summerland — cannot distinguish a human being who has obtained
immortality from an Angel (of the Lower Order) so much do they
appear alike. However human beings are from a much later Life Wave
and can never be Angels in the true sense of the meaning of the
word. It is highly unscriptural to sing, "I would be an Angel,
and with the Angels stand". It is almost sacrilegious to call any
human being an "angel", such as, "my sweetheart is a perfect angel"
or "my angel mother". In the first place there are no female
angels.
I have some reproductions of paintings (in books) by "old
masters", and evidently they never saw an Angel, and they evident
ly had not psychic sight, or they would not have painted angels
in such "prissy and simpering" attitudes. Worst of all, they
painted them with fully developed breasts, as only a human mother
would have. Whenever one is inclined to think of Angels as female
one should read Gen. 6:2 "...the sons of God saw the daughters of
men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which
they chose". The Apocryphal "Book of Enoch" written before the
flood of Noah describes conditions as they were before the flood
when "giants filled the earth".
The Book of Enoch is very revealing if you secure the correct
edition (from your library). There are several editions of The
Book of Enoch, but the best one Is by R. H. Charles, D.D., and
is printed by the Oxford Press in England in 1912. This edition
contains copious footnotes which render the book invaluable, that
is, if you are interested in the pre-flood human beings, and In
the beings — giants — that were fathered by the sons of God.
Let me explain, that the Angels could materialize physical
bodies for themselves before the Flood, and In any appearance. To
the "daughters of men" the materialized fallen angels appeared as
handsome, mature youths. However, in the Garden of Eden, Satan
appeared as a brightly colored serpent. Eve had never seen a snake
before, and it highly Intrigued her that any creature that wasn’t
human could talk, and carry on a very intelligent discussion. Yes,
the sons of God, and Satan was one of them, could materialize any
kind of a body that suited their need for the time being. Just
how long any of the fallen angels could hold this materialized
body is not stated in The Book of Enoch.
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Now, this was the reason for the Flood of Noah, to get all
of the sons of God, the angels, and their offspring out of physi
cal embodiment, so the human race could propigate and "multiply".
Noah not only built the Ark, but while doing so he also preached
to all the inhabitants, telling them of the watery destruction to
come. But while they listened they did not "mend their ways", and
the flood came and "took them all away".
Now, the cause of the fall of the Angels is one of the deepest
mysteries in theology. Of course the Angels were created perfect.
God (the Trinity) could not, had not the ability, to create any
thing that wasn’t "PERFECTION". In this Monograph we pointed out
that the Holy Trinity was from the ETERNITY THAT WAS, even before
the creation of the NINE Orders of Angels, In that particular
ETERNITY where time was absolutely unknown. Not until the creation
of matter, approximately five billion years ago, did time in any
way enter the picture, and at that time it wasn’t much of a conse
quence. However, when the vaporous universe began to solidify
into suns and planets did the phenomena of time really commence
being an important factor. Planets were set to revolve around
suns and in a certain length of time these suns, with their plan
ets revolved around more distant suns, and those suns revolved
about more remote suns, and all that required time and TIMING.'
But back to the actual cause of the "fall of the angels" —
it was in this wise. Up until the fall, the Angels could not do
anything else but be "good Angels", they had no desire to be any
thing but good. However, the time had come and this was the de
sire of the Holy Trinity that the Angels should be given FREE
CHOICE, to do just as they themselves wished. Yes, the AngeTs
had a "built-in personality or individuality" when they were crea
ted more than five billion years previous, but they had never used
the FREE-CHOICE ABILITY, in fact they did not know they had this
latent Ability until the material universe was well under construc
tion. Then each Angel began to realize that he had this ABILITY
of FREE CHOICE, They did not feel any different in all probab
ility, they were very happy to be working for God, when suddenly
one of their number — a highest member of the Order of the
Cherubim — Lucifer — came out openly and said:
"I will ascend into heaven, I will
exalt my throne above the stars of God:
I will sit also upon the mount of the
congregation, in the sides of the north:
"I will ascend above the heights of
the clouds; I will be like the most High."
Isaiah 14:13-14
And Lucifer, now Satan, attempted to do just that, once he
realized he had FREE CHOICE — that he was no longer a kind of
"holy zombie". Just when the Ability of FREE WILL or FREE CHOICE
was opened up to Lucifer and ALL the other Angels is not exactly
known, but it must have been after our Sun and our solar system
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came into being and was well established.
Originally there was a planet in our solar system whose orbit
lay between that of Mars and Jupiter. This planet wa3 called by
the name of Meldek (the ancients’ name for Satan). If you will
look on any planetary chart you will notice a wide space between
the orbits in this locality, but no planet. The orbit is filled
with several hundred very small bodies known as Asteroids. The
narrative is this, when Satan and his fallen angels were cast down
to the planet Meldek, they were so infuriated that they deliberatly blew up "their planet". How this was accomplished is not known
but the force must have been terrific as the fragments of their
planet, the Asteroids, are so small that they cannot be seen with
the "unaided eye".
Then the planet Earth was their next abiding place. They
were not permitted to explode it as they had Meldek, but they have
raised a great deal of havoc on the Earth.
Satan and his fallen angels were then confined to this mud
ball of an Earth, much against their will. They had pictured
Satan as their new leader sitting on the Throne of God. They were
very angry about the whole thing, to say the least. We are told
that one-third of the Angels fell with Satan. However, two-thirds
of the Angels exercised their FREE WILL and FREE CHOICE to remain
true to God. Undoubtedly when Satan made his wild statements that
he was going to exalt his throne above that of God, every Angel of
every Order from the highest to the lowest was TEMPTED to follow
Satan. Wow, it is no sin to be tempted, but the "going over" or
the "falling" is a sin. God created perfect Angelic beings, then
he gave them FREE CHOICE which, as we have said, took them out of
the "zombie" class. They became free moral agents, but the angels
that "fell" became free immoral agents, confined to a certain
"celestial location" — first Meldek, then the Earth.
Man was also given his freedom — FREE CHOICE — exactly like
the angels, but it was in the Garden of Eden. God had planted
two trees, "The Tree of Life", and "The Tree of Knowledge of Good
and Evil". Man was not to eat of these two trees, but of all the
others is was permissible. Adam and Eve were intelligent human
beings but they were "zombies" just as the Angels had been before
the GREAT TEMPTATION. If the serpent — Satan — had been barred
from the Garden of Eden nothing could have TEMPTED Eve and Adam
to eat of the forbidden fruit. But just enough TEMPTATION was ex
ercised by the serpent to make them for the moment FREE AGENTS,
and "they did eat". Ever since that day of the TEMPTATION of
Eve and Adam, the human race has been "fallen", but they certainly
know the difference between GOOD and EVIL, and as the human race
chose "Good" it was permitted to work out its "own Salvation".
In either case, God is absolved from creating Evil in both
the human race and the Angel3.
000OOO000

MAN FROM TWO SEPARATE CREATIONS
Chapter Five
Mankind could come from two separate creations as easily as
he could come from one. Bible students of the older order believe
that God "created heaven and earth and all they contain" in six,
twenty-four hour days; that Adam and Eve were created on the sixth
day, and then God rested on the seventh day from all His labors.
However, there is a growing tendency among the clergy of most of
the religious denominations to stretch time out a bit and from
Genesis, verse 1 and 2 to see a larger amount of time had elapsed
while the "earth was without form and void, and darkness covered
the deep". In the third verse God said, "Let there be light: and
there was light", quickly, just like that, although it was not the
light from our sun, which was not created until the fourth day.
One will run into a bit of difficulty If you accept the "six
days of creation" theory when it comes to understanding the socalled "prehistoric" animals, that did not live in our time, but
before the creation of Adam. If they had not left their bones
strewn around, present-day man would not have known that they had
ever existed. Another thing, what about the cave paintings and
drawings that existed long before the creation of Adam? Some of
these are said to be fifteen thousand years old or older; which
was nine thousand years before Adam.
Personally, I believe that there were two separate creations,
one in which Adam and Eve were created "after the image and like
ness of God", and a vastly older creation which came up by way of
evolution and by which men of all colors originated just as the
evolutionists say they did and by a very, very slow process.
God certainly has the ability to create slowly as in evolu
tion, or to create quickly as with Adam and Eve. In the case of
man by evolution God could leave most of the development of men
to the Angels and Archangels. Of course God was the guiding in
fluence through the many millenniums while primitive man was going
through the process of evolving into human beings. The Angelic
beings that had to do with the evolvement of man had little or
nothing to do with the evolving of the various animal species.
These came by a separate evolution or evolvement and were conduc
ted or overseen by separate groups of Angelic beings.
The lower Order of the Angels are divided Into groups, and the
size of a group is determined by what they have been assigned to
accomplish. There are some groups of highly specialized Angels
that are quite small in the number of individual Angels. Other
groups are large, numbering probably into the thousands, all depen
ding on the size of the work they are given to accomplish.
There has for a long, long time been a story making the rounds
that between Central America and part of South America, Africa and
Southern Europe there was a continent, or rather a long huge
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island known as "Atlantis". Several ancient writers including
Plato first made mention of the existence of Atlantis as a land
beyond the "Pillars cf Hercules" (the Straits of Gibraltar). Later
others took up the story, enlarged upon and worked out a very
reasonable theory that there was just such a continent and that it
sank beneath the sea only a few thousand years ago. According to
them, there were a number of races of people that lived on Atlan
tis, but the huge island was more or less divided between the
brown race and the black race.
The black race occupied the eastern half of the long contin
ent, and a brown or Indian-like race lived on the western half.
There was a range of mountains running from north to south divid
ing the island continent into halves. The black race of human
beings occupied almost entirely the eastern half, while the brown
(or Indian) race occupied the western portion and had access to
South and Central America by means of canoe or by larger craft.
The black race had access to the shores of Western Africa by the
same method.
Then the time came for Atlantis to sink beneath the Atlantic
Ocean; this was done deliberately through the intervention of
some of the higher Orders of Angels by Divine Command. Now as to
why this was done, I will not go into at this time, as it would
require at least a thousand pages to do justice to the many lead
ing theories.
The only reason that we bring Atlantis into the picture at
this time is for reasons of explanation as how after the sinking
of Atlantis, the black race or the Negro people multiplied and
dominated almost the whole of Africa. On the ether hand, the
brown races or Indian people spread into all of South and Central
America.
Some writers who are "in the know" about the sinking of At
lantis say that the island continent sank quickly and without any
warning, not giving the inhabitants, black or brown, time to go
to either the mainlands of Africa or South America. However, some
think it was by slow degree, giving both the Negro and the Indian
peoples sufficient time to escape. This could hardly be correct.
When the Atlanteans found their continent sinking they would most
likely make their way to the foothills, and then to the mountains,
all the time getting further and further away from the shores of
Africa and South and Central America. However, regardless if the
continent of Atlantis sank quickly or slowly we are certain that a
considerable time before it sank, human beings had been created
by evolution over a period of many thousand years, during which
time they undoubtedly migrated to the shores of Africa and Central
and South America. It was an ideal climate in this part of the
world to have produced the black and brown races by evolution.
The evolution that in all probability took place on Atlantis
does not preclude that other races of humans could not have been
evolved on other parts of the globe that were conducive to the
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"spawning” of a race. Thus the yellow race, and probably the red
races too were formed, through thousands of years of "incubation".
All the various colors of races came into fruition at more or
less the same time — it was planned that way. However, it is my
belief, the white race did not appear by the process of incubation
or evolution, but by spontaneous creation. Genesis 2:7 is as fol
lows: "And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a
living soul".
Some say that Adam was in the Garden of Eden all of seventeen
years before the Lord decided to create an "help meet" for Adam.
The Tree of Life and The Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil were
growing in the Garden, but not once had it occured to the man —
Adam — to eat of the fruit of either Tree, He was kept quite
busy with the work of "dressing and keeping" the Garden. Adam
probably was quite happy with his work, which wasn’t "work" at all
in keeping his beautiful Garden neat and tidy. In fact it seems
that he liked to do it.
No, Adam didn’t so much as touch the Two Forbidden Trees. He
had positively no desire to do such a thing, and as intelligent
as Adam was he had not a single evil desire, he was exactly in the
same category as the Angels were before their "temptation. All
this wTas changed though when an "help meet" was created for him.
Eve was tempted by the Serpent to eat of the Forbidden Fruit, and
she gave part of the Fruit to Adam, and "he did eat". Thus it was
that the Lord did not become a part to the temptation of Adam.
"Let no man say when "he is tempted, I am tempted of God: for God
cannot be tempted with evil, neither tempteth He any man."
’
(Jame s 1:13)
After Adam and Eve were removed from the Garden of Eden, they
had two sons — Cain and Abel. Cain killed his brother, and was
banished from Eden. He went "to the land of Nod, on the east of
Eden" and married a woman who was a Nodite. She was a human being
but had come up by the way of evolution, of the brown or yellow
races. Thus for the first time we have a blending of the two sep
arate races, one from the rather quick CREATION, and the other from
the very slow process of EVOLUTION.
I realize I will probably not be on "friendly terms" with
dogmatic religionists who, in spite of all signs to the contrary,
insist that Creation, all of it, took place in six days. The same
will be true with equally dogmatic scientists, who insist that
creation came by evolution only —
from out of "warm and slimy
waters"every living thing was evolved.
This is, to my knowledge, the first time that the dual pro
cess — Creation and Evolution — has been presented concerning the
origins of the white, brown, red, black and yellow races. Of
course this idea is NEW ... about a subject as old as the mountains
and of which so much rather senseless controversy has for gener
ations existed.
oooOO 17 OOooo

DEAD MEN KNOW NOT ANYTHING???
Chapter Six
From the day of Adam until the Resurrection of the Christ,
the following sayings of King Solomon were absolutely true:
"For to him that is joined to all living
there is hope: for a living dog is better
than a dead lion.
"For the living know that they shall
die: but the dead know not anything, neither
have they any more a reward; for the memory
of them is forgotten." Eccl. 9:^-5
"...for there is no work, nor device,
nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in the grave,
whither thou goest." Eccl. 9:10
Every man of the human race with the exception of Enoch, the
"seventh from Adam", on the other side of the Flood, and the pro
phet Elijah, on this side of the Flood, had died. The average
span of life before the Flood of Noah was better than $00 years.
However, Enoch was a very spiritual man, and God "took him" when
he was §65 years old — a day for each year.
Elijah, also, never experienced death. He was a great Prophet
and, as you will remember, he built an alter to God out of twelve
stones, one to represent each tribe of the "sons of Jacob", laid
the sacrifice on the alter. Fire came down from heaven and con
sumed the sacrifice, the alter stones and even the water in the
trench about the alter, before the assembled presence of the ¿J50
false prophets of Baal. The Lord finally took Elijah up to heaven
in a chariot of fire.
Outside of these two men who never experienced death all
others died. And as King Solomon said "the dead know not any
thing" , and that was the condition of the whole human race from
the slaying of Abel by his brother Cain until the Death and Res
urrection of the Christ.
"And the graves were opened; and many
bodies of the saints which slept arose.
"And came out of the graves after his
resurrection, and went into the holy city,
and appeared to many." Katt. 27:52-53
Preachers and Priests have a great time with these two verses.
Some say they were "saints" who had just recently died, their
bodies were still intact, and they went into the holy city, Jeru
salem, where they appeared to many. It was a kind of "raising of
Lazarus", but on a grand scale. The word "many" is used twice;
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"many bodies of the saints" and they, the saints, "appeared to
many". All in all it was no small resurrection from the dead.
There was another kind of raising from the dead in the 28th
Chapter of 1st Samuel. King Saul was "sore distressed" because
the battles with the Philistines was going against him. Ke was
not on "speaking terms with the Lord" and he sought out a witch —
the Witch of Endor, Samuel was resting comfortably in the Para
dise below the surface of the earth and as King Solomon said, "the
dead know not anything", so soundly were they sleeping. Then the
Witch of Endor brought up Samuel and Samuel was very disgruntled.
"And Samuel said to Saul, Why has thou
disquieted me...?" I Sam. 28:15
Then Saul went on to explain to Samuel why he had "disquieted"
him. Saul wanted to ask some questions of Samuel. This was the
substance of Samuel’s reply to Saul:
"...the Lord will also deliver all Israel
with thee into the hand of the Philistines: and
tomorrow shalt thou and thy sons be with me..."
I Sam. 28:19
It all worked out as Samuel said it would — King Saul and
his sons were with Samuel sleeping so soundly that they "knew not
anything."
This condition of "death sleep" continued to the time of the
Death and Resurrection of the Christ, almost eleven centuries later.
Christ, following His Death, descended into the Paradise that was
below the surface of the earth and "preached to the spirits that
were in prison" — imprisoned, that is, by their death-like sleep.
The Christ preached to the newly awakened spirits three days and
three nights. That was the longest sermon He ever preached, and
when all the spirits were fully awakened and had heard Him, He de
parted from therr^ slipped back into His body that was lying in the
grave, and "arose from the dead" on the "third day".
The repentant thief was with Christ in this Paradise beneath
the surface of the earth, not in the Paradise that was shortly to
be established in the First Heaven. At that time the Paradise to
be established was not even in existence. Shortly after His as
cension into the Heavens, Christ began to establish it and to
begin receiving souls who were to occupy it.
From the ascension of the Christ into the Heavenlies until
70 A. D. (the time of the destruction of Jerusalem), the souls of
men long dead in the Paradise below, were constantly ascending
to the Paradise that was above. In 70 A. D. the transfer was
completed or almost completed.
At the time Jesus Christ was on earth He went about casting
out demons, devils — fallen angels — from human beings. There
were no human spirits around to be cast out for as we said, all
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human spirits were sleeping until "the Resurrection Day". That
was the reason that a Witch, if found, would be put to death dur
ing Old Testament days. If she was a real Witch she had a direct
connection with the Satanic forces, and that sort of thing could
lead to real trouble among human beings. There wasn't a single
human soul wandering around below the surface of the earth, and
therefore if a Witch had dealings with a "familiar" or any other
kind of a spirit, it was definitely a fallen angel.
Now, in New Testament times, most Witches and Warlocks (male
witches) are inspired by both human beings that have passed out
of their physical body, and by the lower order of fallen angels.
And so we are instructed in I John 4:1-3:
"Believe not every spirit, but try the
spirits whether they are of God: because
many false prophets are gone out into the
world,
"Hereby know ye the Spirit of God: Every
spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is
come in the flesh is of God:
"And every spirit that confesseth not
that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not
of God..."
As we have said, during the life of the Christ, before the
Crucifixion took place, there were demon spirits but no human
spirits. Christ went about casting out demon spirits — that is
fallen angel spirits. When he crossed the lake of Galilee and
came into the land of the Gadarenes he encountered a man who was
really "wild". Even chains could not hold him. Christ asked the
man what his name was, the answer was, "Legion: for we are many".
The Legions of demons knew they were going to be cast out of the
man and so they asked to be sent into a large herd of swine that
was grazing near the lake and Christ gave them permission to do so.
When they left the man they had been demonizing and went into
the heard of swine, the swine ran down a steep place and were all
drowned in the lake. The man who had been freed of the "legion"
of demons was at once "in his right mind".
Now I have brought your attention to the foregoing Scriptural
references to show definitely that at the time King Solomon said,
"the dead know not anything" he was absolutely right. However,
commencing with the Death and Resurrection of the Christ all this
changed. From that time on all who have died no longer sleep, but
are very much awake and in the Lower Astral World where they must
spend a certain amount of time preparing themselves — cleansing,
and making ready — for the Journey upward into the Higher Astral
World and then thru the Veil into the Paradise above — Heaven.
oooOOOooo
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SATAN; BEAST AND FALSE PROPHET
Chapter Seven
The Satanic Kingdom is in the earth and is on the earth.
Layer by layer the further down the nearer one comes to the center
of the globe where is located Satan's Throne. There are seven
subdivisions or "layers" of the Satanic Kingdom, each represented
by one of the seven groups of fallen angels — from Angels down
ward to Thrones. The eighth place, as we said is in the center
of the earth and that is the "throne" of Satan.
Here, in the center of the earth, Satan has the rare "privi
lege" of knowing what is going on in the various subdivisions of
his kingdom, and also up above the surface of the earth as far as
the atmosphere extends which is some 200 miles. That is why
Satan has been known as the "prince and power of the air", not
that Satan nor any of his "crew" require air for breathing purposes
but that is the line of "demarcation", the farthest boundry of his
kingdom. He and his Satanic angels are net allowed to go higher,
but he is the ruler from there on down to the center of the globe.
(In Job's day Satan's influence was allowed to go further into
the Celestial Heavens, but we shall not discuss that now.)
Actually he is not a "king" of his "kingdom". He has the
status of a reigning prince, and he has certain rights and privi
leges. His domain is represented by an inverted triangle. This
is how it would appear:

All the Angels before the FALL had opened up to them the full
use of FREE WILL, which then took them out of the "zombie" class,
as we have stated before. Nowhere do we read of a fallen Seraph,
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but Lucifer (Satan) was the highest of his Order, the Cherubim. As
soon as he realized fully that he had been given FREE YJILL and
CHOICE and was no longer just a "dedicated cherub", he got very
great ideas about being a god like the Most High, probably better.
However, it all wound up in disaster; he and his followers were
cast out of the Heavenly Realm to the planet Meldek (which means
Lucifer or Satan). He and his hierarchy are said to have literally
"blown-up" the planet Meldek and reduced it to mere fragments. They
were then transfered to the planet Earth and their power to wreck
a planet was restrained, however they did do considerable damage
to the earth. This was during the time recorded in the first part
of Genesis — Verses 1 to 3.
Several of the Higher Angels known as Thrones, right next to
Lucifer, fell with him. To one of them is given the title of the
"BEAST", and from the next highest Order, the Satanic Dominions,
one is given the name "THE FALSE PROPHET", Satan, the Beast and
the False Prophet are known as the "Diabolic Trinity*rV Then to
the heads of the lower orders of his fallen angels he gave names
and titles, right down to the Satanic angels which are Just beneath
the earth's surface, and also on the earth's surface, among flesh
and blood humans.
In this Last Generation, the last one before the coming of the
NEW, SEVENTH MILLENNIUM and the ushering in of the THOUSAND YEARS
OF PEACE UPON THE EARTH, the Diabolic Trinity as well as all of
the fallen angels are very active because they sense that the
time of their incarceration below the earth's surface is near.
This means that they will not be able to "vampirize" human beings
any more, to absorb anymore affluvia from the fresh-shed blood of
human beings, for this is the only thing that will prevent them
from getting too fiendishly hungry during the thousand years of
their incarceration in the earth. Every "Satanic hand" is against
his fellow fiend to steal the living substance that they have ob
tained from the fresh-shed blood of human beings on earth.
Because of this, there are to be great battles fought on the
earth between now and the beginning of the NEW, coming MILLENNIUM
— the fallen angelic fiends will see to that. However, war by
atomic bombs will not be tolerated, for the simple reason the an
gelic fiends — all eight orders — don't want it. Angel vampires
have no use for dead bodies without open and bleeding wounds.
Humans killed by atomic radiation would not be of any value to
them, nothing but open-wound warfare is demanded by them, and that
is the type of warfare we will experience in the future ... among
the mass-minded, of course.
You who are beginning to acquire Spiritual YJisdom are very
definitely not of the mass-minded, however you have quite a long
way to travel before you will be thoroughly awake to all the pos
sibilities that will be open to you while you are still in the
flesh. Most of you at this time "practice" Gray Magic and do not
know that you are doing it. (I will not go into the subject of
negative or Gray Magic here because I have covered it quite well
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In a companion Monograph —

"MAGIC - Black, White, Gray and Green")

But to get back to the subject of the hunger for human blood
by the Satanic forces. You do not have to be too concerned per
sonally about the fallen angelic beings at this time or at any
time in the future, though they are out for blood — human blood ~
it would not detrimentally affect you in any way should you say,
give a pint of your blood regularly to your local "Blood Bank" or
be a donor for transfusions at a hospital. Even those who die
on the battlefield of open wounds are not affected by the "vampirization" of the Satanic forces, for in such cases the blood is no
longer of use to the one who has died.
In these days, and for years and millenniums in the past each
human being has had a Guardian Angel to GUARD him. However because
each human has FREE WILL — FREE CHOICE — his or her own Guardian
Angel cannot in any way interfere with that FREEDOM CF VIILL that
man received in the Garden of Eden when his "Eyes_ were opened".
As Satan so aptly put it, "in the day ye eac thereof, then your
eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and
evil". Satan has been accused of telling only half truths, but in
that one statement he did not tell a half-truth or an un-truth, or
truth that was just a little slanted, but the FULL TRUTH.
"Then your eyes shall be opened and ye shall be as gods".
This statement is very correct, and while religious folks wish that
it wasn't true, nevertheless Psalms 82:6 says, "Ye are gcds."
Of course, even a "second rate" god or human god knows good from
evil, and so do you.
Satan, the Beast and the False Prophet will have their day
before the beginning of the NEW, SEVENTH MILLENNIUM which comes
Just after the turn of the New Century in 2,000 A. D. We are now
in the Last Generation before the New Century is ushered in. A
generation is forty years. Counting backward forty years from
2,000 A. D. gives us the year I960. At this time (1964) therefore,
you can see that there is part of this Generation already consumed
by time. This is also the Generation in which there will be a
"shortening of time", and so now, when "WARS", not "rumors of war"
really begin, the Demons from in the earth come to the surface...
to be fed.
The Battle of Armageddon will probably be the last battle
fought near the end of this present Century. This will be a "real"
battle and a bloody one confined to the Valley of Megiddo. As each
of the battling contestants dies, their Guardian Angel, who did all
he could to keep the fighter out of the Battle in the first place,
will be relieved of duties.
Shortly after the Battle of Armageddon, Satan and his Beast
and his False Prophet will be hurled into the Bottomless Pit —
the center of the earth — along with all of his other fallen
angels, where they can quarrel and fight for a thousand years
among themselves.
oooOOOooo
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CHRIST, OR THE HOLY SPIRIT IN YOU?
Chapter Eight
As you know we are living in the Last Generation before the
NEW, SEVENTH MILLENNIUM begins in 2,000 A. D. We have less than
36 years of it remaining, and of course due to "the shortening of
time" we have much less than thirty six years, and so whatever we
do for our self-improvement and the improvement of others will
have to be done more or less quickly. Any change in ourselves, as
much as we desire Five-Fold Self-Improvement, comes slowly to be
gin with, and until enough definite improvement in ourselves is
made to give us confidence that it can be done, we cannot very
well instruct others in the "way that they should go".
We are living in a very modern world as far as "computers,
rockets and guidance systems" are concerned, but some are living
in the dark ages as far as VITAL, Spiritual Know-how and Wisdom
are concerned. We know practically nothing of the future and al
most feel that it is sacrilegious to make inquiry. We are leaving
everything up to the Pastor and Priest and these men in all prob
ability, do not know as much about the future as we do, for the
simple reason we have had time to study, and then, to know what
to do about OUR future. These "men of the cloth" would be very
much opposed to all this if they even knew we were Interested in
studying Mystical matters that they have no doubt never heard of.
It is not the Pastor’s or the Priest’s fault entirely that
they do not know what is coming next, and in a very short time at
that. Too many of them are so involved in political and other
Issues that seem so important to them that they have lost sight of
Spiritual Values. They are often so deeply entangled in the socalled "social gospel" that all their time is taken up by "doing
good for the other fellow", thinking that if they can do something
about supplying him with food, a roof over his head, and a comfort
able and warm place to sleep that they have done something really
"good" and they have something to feel very proud about.
I will let you in on a little FACT, there was a time when I
had to go hungry, I didn't have a roof over my head, and I did
not have a warm-cozy place to sleep. If you have not experienced
what I have just mentioned, then let me tell you it is the most
awakening thing any human being could experience. One's mind be
comes wonderfully keen and active when there is no food in your
stomach — at least mine did after about the third day. In fact
the mind is so keen and active that you know all the right things
to do to procure food, shelter and a warm place to sleep. HUNGER
IS THE BEGINNING OF WISDOM. Try fasting sometime, just a short
fast at first until the mind becomes clear and you know EXACTLY
the right thing to do for yourself.
Let me hasten to say I am certainly not recommending with
drawal of food for the poor and the destitute, for they are so
often like children, unable to think for themselves or to think

for their mass-minded neighbors. Hunger only leads them to hatred,
and other anti-social, mass-minded activities.
After the GREAT BLACKOUT has taken place (see your copy of the
Monograph "The Time of Your Life" for details) every one who has
lived through it will see everything much more clearly and then
will listen to you, that is if you really understand the PAST, as
given in this Monograph, the PRESENT, as far as today is concerned,
and some idea of the immediate FUTURE, that is clear enough to be
explained to the other fellow, no matter how mass-minded he may be.
You will be surprised how the mass-minded comprehend after a phen
omena has just taken place that has scared them almost to death.
If you have the correct ANSWERS to their questions, they then will
accept you as their teacher and guide.
You do not have to be, or act sanctimonious or even pious, for
them to drink in all that you are telling them concerning their
immediate present and their future. All you will have to know is
what you have read in this Monograph and in the Monographs "MAGIC Black, White, Gray and Green" and "The Time of Your Life". Quite
naturally, the more you know the more you can tell them, not so
much from reading this and the Monographs Just mentioned, but from
actual Spiritual WISDOM.
The idea of presenting this Monograph — "From Creation to
Re-Creation" is to acquaint you with WISDOM 'which is only to be
gained by coming into direct contact with the TRINITY; to know
that your Salvation and your Healing comes directly from Christ,
your Mental Healing and your Spiritual WISDOM, and your Knowledge
of "things present and things to come" comes directly from the
Holy Spirit who is everywhere present. You know that you have
three Hearts; the Satanic heart, your Pnysical heart, and your
SPIRITUAL HEART. They are all located in the same place — where
your physical heart is, but on different vibratory levels.
I have known of dear, sanctimonious souls who have told me,
"I had a great struggle with Satan last night. I prayed and pray
ed, but my prayers just didn't seem to get any higher than the
ceiling of my room ..." It is hard to instruct such naive folks.
If you tell them that the Holy Spirit dwells within them, they
will quickly reply, "I know that, but I ’want to get through to the
Lord, the one who can do things for me and protect me from Satan."
If you mention to these people that they have the Holy Spirit
right within their own Heart, they might look at you in profound
amazement and say, "I know that I have the Holy Spirit, he is the
'comforterv, but when I pray I want to get through to the Lord".
When you explain to them that the Holy Spirit is much more than a
"comforter", that He "has a direct connection" with the Father
and the Son, they feel that you are somehow trying to influence
them away from Jesus Christ.
Through the years I have collected a small library on the
subject of the Holy Spirit, but I am sorry to say that not one of
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the writers has come near to describing the Work and Importance of
the Holy Spirit as far as the human is concerned. There is much
confusion among the writers of books on the subject of the Holy
Spirit, but I am happy to say that they are beginning to receive
the light more and more, and seme time in the near future I hope
a book will be published that I can recommend to my Students and
readers.
In the first place, the author of such a book should know
about the Trinity — Father, Son and Holy Spirit — in "the begin
ning", that is "BEFORE THE BEGINNING"; how the Trinity is so
closely knit that they are ONE but with three different functions
as far as man is concerned. They are definitely ONE GOD, not
three Gods as the dark-ages church avowed.
The Holy Spirit has a "direct connection" with the Father and
the Son as we have mentioned, and there is positively no need to
go outside of your own Spiritual Heart to recognize a bond with
the Trinity. This is made possible due to the fact that the Holy
Spirit has the Ability to be everywhere present at one and the
same time. Through this Ability is He DIRECTLY connected with the
Father and the Son, and also with every soul in the universe.
Yes, through this Amazing Talent of the Holy Spirit in you the
Father and the Son can also be with you and in you and a part of
you at one and the same time.
The "Quakers" recognized this function of the Holy Spirit,
but they were unable to do too much with the idea because they
had their beginnings before 1900, and like any organization that
was begun before that time and did not grow In WISDOM, was doomed
to "wither on the vine". In Newton N. Riddell's book "VITAL CHRIST
IANITY", published in 1920, a very clear view was presented of the
function and work of the Holy Spirit, but he did not bring out the
true Nature of the Holy Spirit. After he passed away in 1937, his
widow published his 24 lessons on the subject of the Nature of the
Spirit which were very revealing.
E. V/. Bullinger in London, England presented quite a clear
picture of the Holy Spirit in his "The Two Natures in the Child of
God", but the Rev. Bullinger was a believer in "soul sleep" and he
taught that the Holy Spirit only stayed with a Christian until
his death. A Church of England minister, Alan W. Watts wrote a
very good book entitled "Behold the Spirit", but in light of other
unrelated and secular subjects that he wrote about later on, I
hesitate to recommend the book.
This Chapter, "CHRIST, OR THE HOLY SPIRIT IN YOU?" presents
enough material that with a certain amount of meditation which
will develop into Inspiration you will know sufficiently of the
subject under discussion to one day understand clearly about the
Trinity and how through the Power of the Holy Spirit you can def
initely be AT ONE with the Holy Spirit, and with the Father, and
the Son.
oooOOOooo
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HEAVEN, OR THE NEW MILLENNIUM FOR YOU
Chapter Nine
The title of this Chapter would indicate that you have a
choice — Heaven or the NEW MILLENNIUM. Yes, that is exactly what
I mean. Since December 9th, 1962 when we moved into this Last
Generation, you have been free to go into the NEW MILLENNIUM if you
so decide (see your copy of the Monograph "The Saturday Night of
Time" for more complete details on this matter).
Due to the fact that you know how to live a great deal better
than you did before we actually came into this Last Generation
(Dec. 9, 1962) you can, regardless of your age and other circum
stances, in five years time, become two years younger for every
year that you grow older. This is accomplished by putting into
practice some of the life-lengthening methods that have been given
in other Monographs, and especially in Chapter Seven of the compan
ion Monograph, "MAGIC - Black, White, Gray and Green".
The actual date of the ushering-in of the NEW, SEVENTH MILLEN
NIUM is at the time of the great Conjunction of planets on May 5,
2000 A. D. This is le3S than thirty-six years from the present
time. There will be a "shortening of time” between the present day
and May 5th, 2000 A. D. so that actual Millennial conditions will
be in manifestation seme time before the above May 5th date. Ac
tually the NEW MILLENNIUM started radiating rays of helpfulness
from the first of this Century on, however the rays were very weak,
but by 1917 they had greatly Increased. Forty-five years later —
1962 — they have become so very powerful to the extent that if we
have the Desire and the WISDOM to live on into the NEW MILLENNIUM
we will most certaily have the opportunity to do so.
Quite naturally the "going will be rough” for the mass-minded
all the way into the MILLENNIUM. Millions will be "dropping out
of the race" (in death) all along the way, but those who have
Spiritual WISDOM, regardless of present circumstances that they
find themselves in will not only survive the journey, but in about
five years they — YOU — will be getting two years younger for
every year they grow older. If you start your "Journey" right now
by the time you reach 1970 you will be "throwing off" two years
every 12 months. You will be "reclaiming the years that the lo
custs have eaten". By starting right now to LIVE correctly (con
trolling and eliminating the twelve Negative Emotions), I very
seriously doubt if you will be getting any older than you are at
the present time. Then, in about five years, when most of the
"locusts" from your life have been deliberately eliminated, you
will arrive at the delightful place in your plan ’where you will be
getting two years younger for every year that you grow older.
Friends will step you on the street, or in church and ask you:
"What are you doing for yourself? You haven’t aged a day in five
years, in fact you are looking younger than you did five years ago,
how do you do it?" Tell them If you wish, but if they get angry
with you for treating their inquiry lightly, you will know that
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Jealousy is rearing its ugly head in them. It is better to start
a "Youthification Class" and charge a nominal admission fee ...
when the inquiries become frequent. If people are willing to pay
for the information that you sought out and have practiced and
have gotten wonderful results from, then a Class is the best so
lution. Once you develop a "taste, touch and technique" for class
meetings you will never be satisfied to do anything else but TEACH.
You are going to prepare yourself for the entry of the NEW,
SEVENTH MILLENNIUM from now on. By 1970 you will be well on your
way, and by 1980 you will have lost twenty years, by 1990 you will
have rid yourself of another twenty years. While all the time you
are growing younger physically, you will be increasing in KNOW
LEDGE and Wisdom, and SPIRITUAL WISDOM.
You are no longer limited to survival in the flesh. Once you
start making definite changes in your life and affairs7 as far as
the twelve Negatives are concerned, you could pass out of physical
embodiment permanently and keep right on making wonderful improvments in every Department of your life. You would develop the
Spiritual Department of Life, the Mental, the Social, and to a
great extent the Physical in the same time you could have done it
on the earth plane, but not any faster. We are here on the earth
plane for self-development and neither the Lower nor the Higher
Astral planes are any more conducive for FIVE-FOLD EXPANSION INTO
THE GREATER LIFE. All of our short-cuts into becoming a super
being are right here. The principle purpose of the Lower Astral
Plane is to make us "fit subjects" for the Summerland — Higher
Astral Plane — which is the first "rung" of the Heaven World
Ladder. Making us "fit subjects" is a long and tedious task espec
ially if one is inclined toward mass-mindedness, or takes the at
titude of "we will handle conditions there (in the Astral World)
when we get there". That is the attitude of abysmal ignorance.
This will cost such a person thirty to forty years, probably more,
to achieve what he could have accomplished on the earth plane in
from five to ten years.
When an ordinary person dies and goes into the Lower Astral
World it is definitely for a purpose — a "clean-up job", and he
stays there until he has been thoroughly cleaned. Nothing is add
ed to him. The average person is amazingly loaded down with Neg
ative and bad habits. And when these are, one by one, eliminated
there isn't much left of the man of the world, and that goes for
average persons, tycoons of industry, or bums on "skid row".
Even church members, those that have gone to church more out
of habit than to actually take part in the good work of the church,
haven’t merited any reward. Such people give whenever the collec
tion plate is passed, but most of them give out of habit and not
out of the joy of giving, and so we can eliminate these as far
as reward gaining Is concerned.
The average business man participates in a number of service
organizations, and in a number of charities, but he cares very
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little about them, he gets his reward right here and now when the
daily paper comes out with a write-up of the "good things" that
he did for the "scouts" or for the "poor". One cannot have a re
ward here and one for the Hereafter when it is definitely for a
reward in the "here and now".
I am not against giving to a good cause, and I am not against
giving with "trumpets and fanfare" for self-gratification; I am
only explaining that the people who do these things have "their
reward right now", and that is as it should be considering they
are not particularly striving for a reward in the Hereafter.
However, there are thousands of people who "do not let their
left hand know what the right hand is doing" — that is, they give
of their means and they give anonymously. They are the ones who
begin to "lay up treasure in Heaven".
Just the same, the doer of good deeds secretly, while he takes
his reward with him, so to speak, may not go "sailing through" the
Lower Astral World to the Higher Astral World and land in the
Summerlana if he hasn't prepared himself for the "other world" ex
perience. He will probably have a lot of cleaning-up to do in the
way of erroneous beliefs, getting rid of bad habits, and especial
ly if he has not mastered his "dozen Negatives". Anxiety and
Disappointment are two of the predominating Negatives with people
who do not know about conditions in the "Other World". They find
themselves in a state of "shock" — Anxiety — because nothing is
like they thought it was going to be. Of course this leads right
into Disappointment, which then leads to Despondency and then to
Fear and Frustration and they begin to Worry about it. You can
see how any really good person, if he is carrying a load of Nega
tives with him would have a most miserable time "Over There" in
the Lower Astral World although he was a truly good man on earth.
One way that YOU can avoid all of this is not plan for Heav
en at all, but plan to enter the NEW, SEVENTH MILLENNIUM as soon
as it comes.. In five years time you would accomplish more than if
you went into and through the Lower Astral World. The most you
could hope for in the Lower Astral V/orld is a good "clean-up" with
nothing added. However if you start at once, to eliminate the
Negative and add the Positive while yet in the flesh, you can do
more for yourself in five years time than you could in fifty or
a hundred years in the "Other World".
And so, why not try for the NEW, SEVENTH MILLENNIUM right
now,. Work at it very enthusiastically, eliminate Negatives and at
the same time EXPAND your POSITIVES — Joy, Happiness, Affection,
Zeal, Fervor, Enthusiasm, etc., etc. Here is a little secret, if
you start now and have made some progress with your POSITIVE UNDER
TAKING, if for any reason you should pass out of the physical body
permanently, you would keep right on with your good work in the
Astral World and arrive in the Summerland before many others would
realize that they were dead.
000OOO000
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AFTER THE THOUSAND YEARS; WHAT THEN?
Chapter Ten
This Monograph covers one of the longest time-spans of any
book or course ever written. It started long before Creation and
it extends beyond RE-CREATION. However, for us at the present
time, the next few years, before the NEW, SEVENTH MILLENNIUM, Is
the most important of this vast span and is a most wonderful time
to make one's self ready for the NEW MILLENNIUM.
We will cross through some trying experiences for the massminded. These experiences are not for the Spiritually WISE, but
to awaken as many of the masses as possible to REALITIES just
ahead. These experiences will be very avTakening for the mass-mind
ed, so awakening that they will be glad of our assistence.
Take the GREAT BLACKOUT for instance. Many thousands would
not survive it but for our words of encouragement. Then there is
the GREAT EARTHQUAKE that follows the GREAT BLACKOUT a short time
later, if it were not for our instructions before it takes place,
millions would perish; then there are other phenomena, THE GREAT
HEAT, and WATER MADE BITTER, and finally the BATTLE OF ARMAGEDDON,
just before we actually enter the NEW, SEVENTH MILLENNIUM.
After entrance is made to the NEW MILLENNIUM there is a per
iod of time — 100 years — when those who are not suited for such
wonderful conditions will be eliminated from physical embodiment
so that the MILLENNIUM will know no discord of any kind. Undoubt
edly the very recalcitrant souls will be "over by themselves", and
as certain individuals among them begin to realize that to be
stiffnecked and stubborn is not "paying off" they will quickly
change their attitude about conditions as they are and will "settle
down" to the delightful life that the MILLENNIUM affords — "every
one sitting under his own vine and fig tree".
Adam had to "dress" the Garden of Eden, but evidently the NEW
EDEN — the coming MILLENNIUM — will be a workless world, a great
Sabbath ’where every one enjoys the delightful conditions and all
restlessness and boredom are banished from that happy Land.
Many good Christian people after 2,000 A. D., when they fin
ally arrive In Heaven, will be somewhat grieved. They had expec
ted Christ would be there in Heaven to welcome them, but the wel
come, if one is entitled to it, will be on Earth in the New Para
disical MILLENNIUM.
Undoubtedly because of the tremendous population the Earth's
surface will be considerably changed to accommodate the many peo
ple. Much of the oceans will be drawn up into the atmosphere to
form a high canopy completely surrounding the earth — a perfect
"shell" of water. This will give every part of the earth a de
lightfully even temperature. The Ice caps on both the North and
the South Poles will melt gradually, so that there will be no
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cataclysmic condition of flooding. This in itself will give much
more room for the great earth population.
In all probability the earth will have its "population explo
sion" in the 100 years while the recalcitrant are making up their
minds whether they will go "down to the grave", or reform and en
joy the wonderful earth for the remainder of the 900 years in the
MILLENNIUM.
Concerning the end of the Millennial Reign on earth, St. John
the Revelator speaks:
"And I saw an angel come down from heaven, having
the key of the bottomless pit and a great chain in
his hand.
"And he laid hold on the dragon, that old Serpent
which is the Devil and Satan, and bound him a thous
and years.
"And cast him into the bottomless pit, and shut
him up, and set a seal upon him, that he should
deceive the nations no more, till the thousand
years should be fulfilled: after that he must be
loosed a little season." Rev. 20:1-3.
"And when the thousand years are expired, Satan
shall be loosed out of his prison,
"And shall go out to deceive the nations which are
in the four quarters of the earth ... to gather
them together to battle: the number of whom is as
the sands of the sea.
"And they went on the breadth of the earth ... and
fire came down from God out of heaven, and devour
ed them.
"And the devil that deceived them was cast into
the lake of fire and brimstone where the beast
and the false prophet are..." Rev. 20:7-10.
It seems very strange that human beings could be led astray
so easily by the wiles of Satan but these are undoubtedly people
who are born in the MILLENNIUM and they won’t know any better than
to follow Satan to their doom. And so, there won’t be any one
left with the exception of the "camp of the saints", and with the
further exception of Satan himself. Then he is cast Into the lake
of fire where the Beast and the False Prophet are.
In the next chapter St. John goes on to say:
"And I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for
the first heaven and the first earth were pass
ed away..." Rev. 21:1.
And again In the 21st Chapter, 16th verse, St. John measures
the City that came down from God out of Heaven on the New Earth.
The city was "four-square" and the height and width and the
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breadth of the City were equal — 1100+ miles. I can visualize a
"city” that is in the form of a pyramid being 1100+ miles square,
and 1100+ miles high. And St* John says:
"And the nations of them which are saved shall
walk in the light of it: and the kings of the
earth do bring their glory and honor into it.
And the gates shall not be shut at all by day:
for there shall be no night there." Rev. 21:24-25.
As you know a generation is 40 years. Three times in the Old
Testament a "thousand generations" are mentioned —
"Know therefore that the Lord thy God, he is
God, the faithful God, which keepeth covenant
and mercy with them that love him ana keep his
commandments to a thousand generations." Deu. 7:9.
"Be ye mineful always of his covenant; the
word which he commanded to a thousand genera
tions ,," I Chron. 16:15.
"He hath remembered his covenant forever, the
word which he commanded to a thousand genera
tions." Ps. 105:8.
Some teachers say that man is to stay in physical embodiment
one thousand generations, which is 40,000 years. Some feel that
this stretch of time started with the Creation of Adam. In that
case, from Adam to the NEW, SEVENTH MILLENNIUM would be 150 gener
ations or 6000 years. Add twenty-five more for the period of the
SEVENTH MILLENNIUM which would give a total of 175 generations.
Subtract that number of generations from 1000 and you have remain
ing 825 generations after the NEW MILLENNIUM ends, or a total of
33,000 years.
There are also those who believe that the 1000 generations
will start immediately after the NEW, SEVENTH MILLENNIUM has run
its course. In that case if we multiply 1000 by 40, the answer
is 40,000 years — 40,000 really delightful years!
From there on we haven't anything for further computation,
but in any event, as time passes, probably after we actually get
into the NEW MILLENNIUM (in just a few years now) we will have
Angels and Archangels for instructors and we will be shown long de
lightful vistas of the future that even with our "super-minds" at
that time we would not be able to fully comprehend.
We do know though, according to the Scriptures, that ahead
of us lie a profusion of the most soul satisfying ETERNITIES.
000OOO000
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